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GPM and IMERG rain data used to estimate the risk of rain erosion at wind turbines

Intro
Satellite Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) and the combined state of the art Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM 
(IMERG) data are used to estimate the risk of rain erosion at wind turbines. Rain erosion at wind turbines causes a loss in profit 
at several wind farms. The power production is reduced for turbines operating with eroded blades [1]. Repair takes place on 
average every 8 years and the cost for repair is high, in particular at offshore sites [2].

The rain impinging on the leading edge of the blades causes damage. It typically starts near the tip of the blades where the 
blade speed is the highest, thus the closing velocity, i.e. the impact speed between the drops and the blade is the highest. Over 
time erosion will also occur further inwards at the blades. Roughly, the outer 1/5 of the blade may be affected by erosion. See 
Figure 1. The eroded blades cause a loss in power production due to poorer aerodynamic performance. Blade repair can be 
done to limit the aerodynamic loss.

The study
The current study focuses on a method to predict the risk of rain erosion at wind turbines using GPM and IMERG data as input 
to the blade damage model. The blade damage model was established through analysis of laboratory experiments with 
controlled rain fields and blade speeds [3]. The rain erosion testing of blade damage is an accelerated method. For a specific 
blade speed and rain rate (or drop size), the damage is observed by inspection of the blade. Thus to calculate the rain erosion 
risk, the damage increment model is summing up the many events during time. This is representative of a typical leading edge 
protection coating.

The method
Assuming the same type of leading edge protection coating at an IEA 15 MW wind turbine, the blade lifetime is predicted using 
the rain data and wind speed as input, and a wind turbine power curve (translating the wind speed to rotations per minute for the 
turbine) [4]. The sketch of the concept for predicting the lifetime of a wind turbine blade is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The concept for predicting Figure 3. Site WindFloat Atlantic (WFA1, WFA2, WFA3)
the expected time to repair (lifetime) are shown with three dots, overlaid at a Sentinel-1
of a wind turbine blade. Modified from [4]. wind speed map, off the coast of Portugal. White area is land.

The GPM satellite data has global coverage. See https://gpm.nasa.gov/data/directory (level 3 data, final run, 30-minutes).

The blade lifetime prediction is done for an offshore floating wind farm in Portugal in the Atlantic Sea, Figure 3. The WindFloat
Atlantic is the world's first semi-submersible floating wind farm and will generate enough energy to supply the equivalent of 
60,000 users per year. 

Results
Figure 4 shows the erosion fatigue life (damage increment) results based on the satellite GPM rain data for the period 2015 to 
2022. We use wind speed from ERA5 numerical model from ECMWF. Additionally, we calculate the fatigue life using ERA5 rain 
and wind data values. Similar  analysis is done for a nearby landsite in Portugal with available in situ meteorological data on rain 
and winds. All results are summarized in Table 1.

Discussion
The stochastic nature of rain and wind during time and space makes both quantities difficult to measure and model. The GPM 
data are homogeneous, standardized products for several years available both on land and offshore. It would be valuable to dive 
deeper into their accuracy but observations at wind farm sites are generally not available. Furthermore, validation of predicted
lifetime comparing to wind farms with erosion damage would further strengthen the analysis, but such data are not available in 
the current study.

Conclusion
The results predict shorter lifetimes offshore than on land both for GPM and ERA5. The result based on input of situ data on the 
land site predicts longer lifetime. Data for validation are not available but would be important.

Figure 1

Site 
Dataset Average annual 

rainfall [mm]

Average annual 
wind speed at 10 

m [m/s]

Predicted 
lifetime 
[years]

WindFloat
Atlantic

ERA5 model 1393 5.79 1.71
GPM satellite 1178 - 2.50

Land site 
ERA5 model 1087 4.36 3.02
GPM satellite 1375 - 2.84
In situ data 1212 3.61 6.08

Table 1. Predicted lifetime of blades based on input of rain from GPM and wind speed from ERA5 and also for input of rain and wind 
speed from ERA5 for WindFloat.Atlantic and land site (Porto Pedros Rubras) in Portugal. For the land site prediction based on input 
from in situ rain and wind speed are included.

Figure 4. Predicted lifetime of blades based on input of rain from satellite GPM and wind speed from 
ERA5 and also for input of rain and wind speed from ERA5 for WindFloat Atlantic site. At time zero 
the blade is perfect (value 1.0) and through time fatige life (damage increments) occur due to rain 
impacting the blades. When the curve reaches 0.0 we assume repair is done, so the curve jumps up 
to 1.0 again. 
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